The Processing of Surgical Specimens With Forensic Evidence
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Context.—Following the Boston Marathon bombings in April 2013, pathology departments at hospitals across Boston, Massachusetts received numerous amputated limbs, as well as other surgical specimens from trauma surgeries. In the absence of clear guidelines, each department faced uncertainties in performing gross examination of these specimens.

Objective.—To develop a protocol for processing surgical specimens with forensic evidence.

Design.—We collaborated with representatives who knew the practices at 3 major Boston hospitals, the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner of Massachusetts, and a senior team leader for the evidence response team for the Boston, Massachusetts division of the US Federal Bureau of Investigation to construct a protocol for processing specimens with forensic evidence.

Results.—A simple and robust protocol approved by experts in forensic evidence collection was developed. Important points in this protocol include (1) assigning the task of processing the specimens to one individual or one team of individuals, (2) photographing all specimens before and after washing, (3) obtaining a radiograph of each specimen, and (4) identifying a secure area to store forensic evidence.

Conclusions.—When acts of terror occur, protocols provide order and clarification to the processing of surgical specimens. We propose a protocol that provides guidance for pathology departments across the country to handle trauma-related surgical specimens with forensic evidence in an efficient manner to allow optimal patient care and a secure way of gathering forensic evidence.

On April 15, 2013, 2 pressure-cooker type bombs detonated near the Boston Marathon finish line, killing 3 people and injuring an estimated additional 264 people.1 The bombing victims were treated at the Boston, Massachusetts area’s 6 major trauma centers and other local hospitals for a multitude of injuries, most of which included blast and penetrating trauma to the lower extremities.2 The rapid influx of many severely injured patients, the types of injuries involved, and the chaos of the situation presented hospital workers with many unfamiliar challenges.3 Academic pathology departments across Boston, Massachusetts were no exception, receiving traumatic and surgical amputation specimens, virtually all of which contained forensic evidence, with no protocols in place for proper retrieval and processing. These specimens were received during the interval when the suspects were at large, making appropriate collection and retention of forensic evidence critical.

The major trauma centers in Boston, Massachusetts reported that 16 people required amputations, with 8 below-the-knee amputations, 6 above-the-knee amputations, and 2 people required double amputations.4 In these hospitals, the amputated limbs were sent to the pathology laboratory for processing, as would any other type of routine surgical specimen. However, many of these limbs contained foreign material that constituted medicolegal evidence—a situation that is infrequently, if ever, encountered by pathology staff in academic institutions. Because of the nature of the improvised explosive devices used by the bombers, dozens of pieces of shrapnel, ball-bearings, metallic beads, nails, zippers, and pieces of clothing had been blasted deep into the tissues and bones.2,5–7 Furthermore, some of the limbs were extensively burnt, with adherent clothing and makeshift tourniquets, all of which, represented dilemmas for appropriate processing.

Confusion and uncertainty regarding these specimens led some pathology departments to seek guidance from the US Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), as well as the Massachusetts Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, to clarify collection procedures for forensic evidence and proper documentation of injuries. However, in light of the chaos in the days following the bombings and the ongoing investigation, answers were not always readily available.
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Unfortunately, because of unfamiliarity and lack of a standard protocol, processing was largely improvised with different gross-examination procedures adopted by each institution.

In medicine, the benefits of checklists and protocols have been widely demonstrated, with the purpose of streamlining procedures into a well-defined sequence of actions, thereby harmonizing clinical practice by reducing human error. Protocols are especially important in the setting of a crisis situation, where time, staff, and resources may be limited.

**Protocol for Handling Surgical Specimens Containing Forensic Evidence**

**Specimen Arrival and Identification**
- Identify one person or team who will handle all specimens and will report results
  - Recommendation: One pathologists’ assistant and/or resident and one attending physician
- Specimen arrives via courier from operating room or emergency department
  - Accession case, and confirm that each case has 3 patient identifiers
  - Sealed containers received from operating room with foreign bodies should remain sealed

**Gross Examination of Surgical Specimen**
- Obtain plain film radiographs of specimen in anteroposterior and lateral views
  - Recommendation: Photograph and diagram specimen with an accession label as it is received
- Remove any superficial loose objects (eg, make-shift tourniquets, clothing, etc), and place items in a container for FBI or police with 3 patient identifiers
- Describe lacerations, fractures, burns, remaining foreign bodies (locations, types, and results of radiograph)
  - Note: Examine and comment on the viability of tissue at the resection margin(s)
- Wash specimen, and take additional pictures
  - Document any additional information obtained after cleaning the surgical specimen
- If there is an indication (eg, osteomyelitis, chronic ulcer), submit sections of resection margin(s) or other lesions
- As reasonably appropriate, remove foreign bodies from the surgical specimen, photograph them, and place them in a sealed container labeled with 3 patient identifiers
  - Note: If there are numerous foreign bodies, making it difficult or impossible to remove all, remove a representative sample, and note that there are remaining foreign bodies in the specimen
- All foreign bodies should be weighed, described, and measured
  - Note: If foreign bodies are received in a sealed container, weigh them in their container, then subtract the weight of an empty container of the same type, and record the true weight in the gross description

**Disposition of Surgical Specimens and Foreign-Body Containers After Gross Examination**
- Place surgical specimens and sealed containers with foreign bodies in a locked, secure area with limited access; note that refrigeration may be necessary
- Contact FBI or local police to inform them that foreign-body evidence is ready
- Hold surgical specimens until patient is discharged (overflow specimens may need to be held in the morgue or alternative location)
- In the case of a patient death, surgical specimens and foreign bodies should be transferred to the medical examiner’s office

**RESULTS**

A protocol was developed for the processing of surgical specimens with forensic evidence (Table). The protocol was divided into 3 distinct parts: (1) specimen arrival and identification, (2) gross examination of the surgical specimen, and (3) transfer of evidence/disposal of specimen.

The protocol begins by identifying a person or team who will handle all specimens and will report results. We recommend one pathologists’ assistant and/or resident with an attending physician. Once it has been confirmed that the case is properly labeled with 3 patient identifiers, the case should be accessioned. Sealed containers received from the operating room with foreign bodies should be accessioned and left sealed.

To begin the process of gross examination of the specimen, plain film radiographs of the specimen in anteroposterior, lateral views should be obtained. Next, the specimen should be photographed and diagramed as it is received. Note that in all photographs, the accession label must be included. All superficial loose objects (eg, make-shift tourniquets, clothing, etc) should be placed in a container for the FBI or police and labeled with 3 patient identifiers (these objects should be noted to be found with, but not necessarily belonging to, that particular patient). Lacerations, fractures, burns, remaining foreign bodies (locations, types), and results of radiograph should be...
described. The prosector should examine and comment on the viability of tissue at the resection margin(s). The specimen should be washed and then photographed again. If any additional information about the specimen is gleaned after washing, it should be documented. If there is an indication of other pathologic lesions (e.g., osteomyelitis, chronic ulcer) sections should be submitted of resection margin(s) or other lesions. In some cases, a frozen tissue sample to be stored for later DNA analysis may be warranted. As reasonably appropriate, foreign bodies should be removed, photographed, and placed in a sealed container labeled with 3 patient identifiers. All foreign bodies should be weighed, described, and measured. If foreign bodies are received in a sealed container, weigh them in their container, then subtract the weight of an empty container of the same type, and record the true weight in the gross description.

After gross examination, the surgical specimens and sealed containers with foreign bodies should be placed in a locked, secure area with limited access; refrigeration may be necessary. The FBI or local police should be informed that foreign-body evidence is ready. The surgical specimens should be held until the patient is discharged (overflow specimens may need to be held in the morgue or alternative location). In the case of a patient death, surgical specimens and foreign bodies should be transferred to the medical examiner’s office.

**COMMENT**

We designed this protocol specifically to clarify common areas of confusion while processing specimens with forensic evidence and will use the remainder of this report to expand on the questions relating to who should process the specimens, how the specimen should be prepared (i.e., is a radiograph necessary, should we wash the specimen, do we need to take sections), and how the specimen and evidence should be stored.

**Specimen Processing**

**Team Approach.**—We recommend that a dedicated team, composed of a senior pathologist and one resident or pathologists’ assistant, should be assigned to the processing of all specimens related to a large-scale trauma in which specimens contain forensic evidence. This recommendation is supported by the 9/11 DNA identification report,12 which concluded that the response to a mass fatality incident should be handled as a separate project, rather than as a part of the laboratory’s standard operation. The senior pathologist should act as the project manager and preferably be comfortable with forensic evidence, communicating with law enforcement and media, and attending court proceedings. The project manager would also be responsible for coordinating with human resources to supplement the capabilities of the laboratory if an event requires more staff involvement.12 We recommend that the team meet before initiating the process of evaluating these specimens and discuss the approach and logistics. The senior pathologist should observe and assist in the process of initial implementation of the protocol as well as periodically check in with the resident or pathologists’ assistant during the evaluation of the specimen. Of note, only one person should handle each specimen, per chain of custody guidelines.13 A dedicated team approach minimizes confusion, increases consistency, and provides structure to the process. It also provides law enforcement a point person for immediate and future communication.

**Radiographs.**—We recommend that pathology departments obtain plain film radiographs of each specimen in anteroposterior and lateral views. Radiographs are the ideal tool to document forensic evidence, including embedded foreign material, as well as to identify fracture and dislocation. Identification of foreign material also diminishes the potential of injury to the resident or pathologists’ assistant involved in handling the specimen.

Many pathology departments do not have x-ray equipment in the laboratory; however, they usually have a process for coordinating with the radiology department to obtain radiographs on specimens. We strongly recommend that radiographs be obtained because they can be helpful in documenting and dissecting evidence from specimens in these situations. If criminal prosecution takes place, presenting the x-ray in court may be less inflammatory to the jury than showing gross photographs of the amputated limbs.

**Washing the Specimen.**—The first and foremost step is to document and photograph the specimen in the state in which it is received in the grossing area. Washing is only recommended after taking the initial photographs to allow the prosector to clearly visualize the wounds and to understand the injury, which should also be documented with photographs after washing. Most of the specimens we received were bloody, and only after washing were we able to properly document the location, nature, and severity of the injuries.

**Tissue Samples.**—In the Boston Marathon bombings, most specimens were received from young, healthy people, with no comorbidities. In these situations, we recommend that the team focus on the gross descriptions, measurements, photographs, and dissection of foreign bodies, when it is reasonably appropriate (i.e., if there are many small, scattered foreign bodies, a sampling of the larger, more-accessible bodies is acceptable). Tissue sections may be helpful in documenting charred areas and for assessing the presence of underlying disease conditions, such as osteomyelitis, peripheral vascular disease, or diabetes. If the patient has no other comorbidities and there are no additional pathologic lesions, then it is appropriate for the team to forgo submitting sections. If the specimen is processed without tissue samples, we recommend a brief comment on the gross viability of the resection margins.

**Storage of Specimens and Evidence.**—Photographs and evidence should be stored in a secure manner. Ideally, digital images should be password protected, with access limited to the team handling the surgical specimens. This minimizes the risk of sensitive material being viewed, shared, or otherwise compromised. All evidence should be stored in a secure area after proper documentation. Smaller surgical pathology laboratories not equipped with a secure area should dedicate a cabinet, drawer, or room, in times of emergency, to be used for secure evidence storage. We also propose a single contact person identified in the department for all further communication with law enforcement.

**Chain of Custody**

This report focuses on how to process the specimens received during a mass trauma event but does not detail the procedures related to chain of custody. In our experience, most institutions have a clear chain of custody procedure for forensic evidence, which is readily followed. During
incidences of mass trauma, the chain of custody should be meticulously documented during the transport and storage of the specimens according to each institution’s policy. Some policies require that only one person handle each specimen. This should be addressed by the dedicated team approach, with only one pathologists’ assistant or resident performing the gross examination of each specimen. We recommend documentation of every person who comes in contact with the specimen in the department of pathology at each step from accessioning until its release to law enforcement authorities; this, of course, is in addition to following the chain of custody for transporting the specimens to pathology.

CONCLUSION

This protocol is a summary of the best practices based on our collective experience with the Boston Marathon bombings. It was a time of confusion and chaos in the Boston, Massachusetts community, and there were no guidelines available on how best to process surgical specimens. Our hope is that, if there are future incidences of mass trauma, this protocol and its recommendations will serve to assist others by guiding their process with simple, concrete steps that have been validated by experts in the areas of forensic evidence collection.
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